NOTE: Drawing as viewed from exterior, sticking is included in stile and rail dimensions, and drawing is intended for general reference only and may not be built to exact details. See www.victorbilt.com for machining standards.

DATE: __________________________
QUOTE: __________________________
APPROVED __________________________

Machined Including Sticking = 4-5/16”
Machined Flat Surface = 3-13/16”
Full Width Stile Flat Surface = 4”
Full Width Stile Including Sticking = 4-1/2”
Beveled Off = 3/16”
Sticking = 1/2”

WHEN WE PREHANG THIS IS STD

VICTORBILT EXTERIOR STILE MACHINING = 4-1/2” STILE
NOTE: Drawing as viewed from exterior, sticking is included in stile and rail dimensions, and drawing is intended for general reference only and may not be built to exact details. See www.victorbilt.com for machining standards.

DATE: ________________________________
QUOTE: ________________________________
APPROVED ________________________________

VICTORBILT EXTERIOR STILE MACHINING = 5-1/2” STILE

Machined Including Sticking = 5-5/16”
Machined Flat Surface = 4-13/16”
Full Width Stile Including Sticking = 5-1/2”
Full Width Stile Flat Surface = 5”
Beveled Off = 3/16”
Sticking = 1/2”

WHEN WE PREHANG THIS IS STD

5-1/2” STILE ON THE FOLLOWING DOORS:
4082VA, 4661VA, 412VA, 4612, 4662, 9662A,
3-0 X 6-8 V1 & 401, 3-0 X 8-0 V1 & 401

DATE:
QUOTE:

VictorBilt
Dealers Supply & Lumber Company, LLC